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Abstract
An analysis has been carried out to study the effect of hydrodynamic laminar boundary layer flow and heat
transfer of a dusty fluid over an unsteady stretching surface in the presence of non-uniform heat source/sink.
Heat transfer characteristics are examined for two different kinds of boundary conditions, namely 1) variable
wall temperature and 2) variable heat flux. The governing partial differential equations are transformed to
system of ordinary differential equations. These equations are solved numerically by applying RKF-45
method. The effects of various physical parameters such as magnetic parameter, dust interaction parameter,
number density, Prandtl number, Eckert number, heat source/sink parameter and unsteadiness parameter on
velocity and temperature profiles are studied.
Keywords: Unsteady Flow, Heat Transfer, Boundary Layer Flow, Stretching Surface, Dusty Fluid,
Fluid-Particle Interaction Parameter and Non-Uniform Heat Source/Sink

1. Introduction
The momentum and heat transfer in the laminar boundary layer flow on a continuous moving surface are important from theoretical as well as practical points of
view because of their wide range of applications in
polymer technology and industrial manufacturing process. Some examples are in the extrusion of a polymer in
a melt-spinning process, metals and plastics, cooling of
an infinite metallic plate in a cooling bath, the boundary
layer along material handling conveyers, the aerodynamic extrusion of plastic sheets, the boundary layer
along a liquid film in condensation processes, glass
blowing, the cooling and/or drying of papers, drawing
plastic films, continuous casting and spinning of fibers.
In these cases the quality of the final product depends on
the rate of heat transfer at the stretching surface.
In view of these applications, Sakiadis [1] initiated the
study of the boundary layer flow over a stretched surface
moving with a constant velocity and formulated a
boundary-layer equation for two-dimensional and axisymmetric flows. The temperature field in the flow over
a linearly stretching surface subject to a uniform unit flux
Copyright © 2011 SciRes.

was studied by Grubka and Bobba [2]. The two-dimensional steady flow of an incompressible viscous fluid
caused by a linearly stretching plate was first discussed
by Crane [3]. Vajravelu and Nayfeh [4] discussed the
analysis of hydromagnetic flow of a dusty fluid over a
stretching sheet. The effects of buoyancy force on the
development of velocity and thermal boundary layer
flows over a stretching sheet has been initiated by Chen
[5].
Moreover Abel, Siddeshwar and Mahantesh [6] have
obtained the solution of heat transfer in a viscoelastic
boundary layer flow over a stretching sheet in the presence of viscous dissipation and non-uniform heat source.
The problem of mixed convection adjacent to a vertical,
continuously stretching sheet in the presence of a variable magnetic field has been studied by Ishak, Nazar and
Pop [7]. Aziz [8] obtained the numerical solution for
laminar thermal boundary over a flat plate with a convective surface boundary condition using the symbolic
algebra software Maple. Elbashbeshy and Bazid [9] investigated on heat transfer in a porous medium over a
stretching sheet with internal generation and suction or
injection. The unsteady heat transfer problems over a
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stretching surface, which is stretched with a velocity that
depends on time are considered by Andersson, Aareseth
and Dandapat [10], a new similarity solution for the
temperature field is devised, which transforms the timedependent thermal energy equation to an ordinary differential equation.
Further, Elbashbeshy and Bazid [11] studied the heat
transfer over an unsteady stretching surface. Sharidan
Mahmood and Pop [12] considered the similarity solutions for the unsteady boundary layer flow and heat
transfer over a stretching sheet for special distributions
of the stretching velocity and surface temperature. Tsai,
Huang and Huang [13] presented a similarity solution for
flow and heat transfer over an unsteady stretching surface with a non-uniform heat source. Recently Ishak,
Nazar and Pop [14] have also investigated the unsteady
laminar boundary layer over a continuously stretching
permeable surface. Swati and Andersson [15] proposed a
effect of slip flow and heat transfer analysis over an unsteady stretching surface. Dulal and Hiremath [16] determined the heat transfer characteristics in the laminar
boundary layer flow over an unsteady stretching sheet
which is placed in a porous medium in the presence of
viscous dissipation and internal absorption or generation.
In the light of this, the purpose of this article is to
study the effect of magnetic field on unsteady boundary
layer flow and heat transfer of a dusty fluid over a
stretching sheet in the presence of non-uniform heat
source/sink. The temperature distribution is carried out
with Variable Wall Temperature (VWT) and Variable
Heat Flux (VHF) temperature boundary conditions.
Highly non-linear momentum and heat transfer equations
are solved numerically using Runge-Kutta-Fehlberg-45
method with the help of Maple software. Further the effect of various physical parameters like Hartmann number, dust interaction parameter, number density, Prandtl
number, Eckert number, heat source/sink parameter and
unsteadiness parameter on velocity fields and temperature are analyzed.

2. Mathematical Formulation and Solution
of the Problem
Consider an unsteady two-dimensional laminar boundary
layer flow and heat transfer of an incompressible viscous
dusty fluid past a semi-infinite stretching sheet coinciding with the plane y = 0 , then the fluid is occupied
above the sheet y > 0 . Keeping the origin fixed, two
equal and opposite forces are suddenly applied along the
x-axis, which results in stretching of the sheet and hence,
flow is generated. The continuous sheet moves in its own
plane with a velocity U w ( x, ) . At the same time, the
wall temperature Tw ( x, ) of the sheet is suddenly
Copyright © 2011 SciRes.
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raised from T to Tw ( x, )(> T ) or there is suddenly
imposed a heat flux qw ( x, ) at the wall. Under these
assumptions, the governing basic equations in the usual
notation can be written as
u v
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where  is the time, (u, v) and  u p , v p  denote the
velocity components of the fluid and particle phase along
the x-axes and y-axes respectively.  is the coefficient
of viscosity of fluid,  and  p are the density of the
fluid and particle phase, B0 is the induced magnetic
field and  0 = m K is the relaxation time of particle
phase, N is the number density of the particle phase, K
the Stoke’s resistance co-efficient (for spherical particles
of radius r is 6πr  ), m is the mass concentration of dust
particles. In deriving these equations, the Stokesian drag
force is considered for the interaction between the fluid
and particle phase and the induced magnetic field is neglected. Also it is assumed that the external electric field
to be zero and the electric field as a result of polarization
of charges is negligible.
The appropriate boundary conditions for the above
described flow are given by
u = U w  x,  , v = 0 at y = 0,
u  0, u p  0, v p  0,

(6)

 p  E  as y  .
bx
is the sheet velocity, b is the
1  a
initial stretching rate being a positive constant, a is
positive constant which measures the unsteadiness,
whereas the effective stretching rate b (1  a ) is increasing with time. In the context of polymer extrusion
the material properties and in particular the elasticity of
the extruded sheet may vary with time even though the
sheet is being pulled by a constant force. With unsteady
stretching (i.e. a  0 ), however, a 1 becomes the representative time scale of the resulting unsteady boundary
layer problem and E is the density ratio.

where U w ( x, ) =
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The mathematical analysis of the problem is simplified
by introducing the following dimensionless coordinates
in terms of similarity variable  (see Dulal and Hiremath [16]) and the similarity function f as
bx
b
u=
f    , v = 
f   ,
1  a
1  a
up =

bx
b
F   , v p =
G   ,
1  a
1  a

=

b
y,  r = H   ,
 1  a 

(7)
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where the parameter that measures the unsteadiness is
p
 B02
a
 = , r =
is the relative density, M =
(1  a )
b

b
mN
is the mass
is the magnetic field parameter, l =

p

concentration,  =

1

b

(1  a ) is the fluid-particle in-

teraction parameter.
The boundary conditions are transformed to:
f   = 0, f    = 1, at  = 0,
f    = 0, F   = 0, G   =  f   ,

(12)

H   = E as   .

3. Heat Transfer Analysis
The governing unsteady, dusty boundary layer heat
transport equations in the presence of temperature dependent internal heat generation/absorption for two-diCopyright © 2011 SciRes.
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mensional flow are [17]

=k

where a prime denotes the differentiation with respect to
.
Using the relations (8), the governing Equations (1)(5) reduces to

G   F     F      f     F   
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(14)

where T and Tp is the temperature of the fluid and dust
particle, c p and cm are the specific heat of fluid and
dust particles,  T is the Thermal equilibrium time and
is time required by the dust cloud to adjust its temperature to the fluid, k is the thermal conductivity,  v is
the relaxation time of the of dust particle i.e., the time
required by a dust particle to adjust its velocity relative
to the fluid. The term Q represents the heat source
when Q > 0 and sink when Q < 0 .
To solve the temperature equations (13) and (14), we
consider two general cases of temperature boundary
conditions, namely
1) Boundary with variable wall temperature (VWT)
and
2) Boundary with variable heat flux (VHF).
Case 1: Variable Wall Temperature (VWT)
For this heating process, we employ the following
variable wall temperature boundary conditions:
T = Tw  x,  at y = 0,
T  T , Tp  T

(15)

as y  ,

 bx 2

where Tw = T  T0 
 is the surface tempera2
 1  a  

ture of the sheet varies with the distance x from the
slot and time  , T0 is a reference temperature such
that 0  T0  Tw and T is the temperature far away
from the stretching surface with Tw > T .
We now introduce the dimensionless variables for the
temperatures    and  p   , as follows:

   =

Tp  T
T  T
,  p   =
,
Tw  T
Tw  T

(16)

 bx 2

  .
where T  T = T0 
2   
 (1  a ) 
By using the similarity variable  and (16) into (13)
and (14), one can arrive the following dimensionless
system of equations:
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Corresponding thermal boundary conditions are given
by
   = 1 at  = 0,
(19)
    0,  p    0 as   .
Case 2: Variable Heat Flux (VHF)
In VHF case, define the following boundary conditions on temperature:
q  x, 
T
= w
at y = 0,
k
y
T  T , Tp  T as y  

(20)

3/ 2

5/ 2
b
where qw  x,  = qw0 x 2   1  a  .

 
In order to obtain similarity solution for temperature,
we define dimensionless temperature variables in VHF
case as follows
Tp  T
T  T
, g p   =
,
g   =
Tw  T
Tw  T

where as T = T 


qw0  bx 2

 g   .
2
k  1  a  

With this dimensional energy Equations (13) and (14)
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k 2
. The non-dimenc p qw0

sional form of boundary conditions (20) are written as
g    = 1 at  = 0,
g   = 0, g p   = 0 as   .

(23)

The physical quantities of interest are the skin friction
coefficient C f and the local Nusselt number Nu x ,
which are defined as
Cf =

w
xqw
, Nu x =
,
2
k Tw  T 
U w

where the surface shear stress  w and the surface heat
flux qw are given by
 u 
 T 
 , qw =  k 
 ,
 y  y =0
 y  y =0

w =  

Using the non-dimensional variables, we obtain
C f Re1/x 2 = f   0  ,
Nu x Re1/x 2 =    0  VWT  ,

Nu x Re1/x 2 =

1
 VHF  .
g  0

4. Numerical Solution
The Equations (8)-(11), (17)-(18) (VWT case) or (21)-(22)
(VHF case) are highly non-linear, ordinary differential
equations. These equations with the boundary conditions
(12), (19) and (23) will constitute a boundary value problem. In order to solve these equations numerically we
follow the most efficient numerical technique with
fourth-fifth Runge Kutta Fehlberg scheme with the help
of Maple software [8]. In this method it is most important to choose a appropriate finite values of   
(here we take  = 5 ). In order to check the accuracy of
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the numerical solution procedure used, a comparison of
heat transfer characteristics at the wall for  =  =
M = N = Ec = 0.0 for different values of Pr in the
absence of internal heat generation/absorption and results
are tabulated in Table 1. From this table we note that
there is a close agreement with these approaches and thus
verifies the accuracy of the method used.

5. Results and Discussion
In the present paper, we investigate the hydromagnetic
boundary layer flow and heat transfer of a dusty fluid
over a stretching sheet in presence of internal heat generation or absorption. Similarity transformations are used
to convert the governing time dependent non-linear
boundary layer equations into a system of non-linear
ordinary differential equations. Numerical solutions are
presented for highly non-linear boundary layer equations.
The temperature profiles for  ( ) and  p ( ) in VWT
case and g ( ) and g p ( ) in VHF case depicted
graphically. The computations have been carried out to
study the effect of various governing parameters such as
magnetic parameter ( M ), number density ( N ), fluid
particle interaction parameter (  ), heat source or sink
parameter (  ), Prandtl number ( Pr ), Eckert number
( Ec ) and unsteadiness parameter (  ). In order to verify
the validity and accuracy of the present analysis, results
for the local Nusselt number are compared with those
reported by Chen [5], Swati et al. [15] and Ishak et al. [7]
for steady flow over a linearly stretching sheet in the
absence of magnetic field. The Comparison in the above
cases is found to be in excellent agreement, as shown in
Table 1. The problem mentioned here has many practical
applications that includes both metal and polymer extrusion process. For instance, it occurs in the extrusion of a
polymer sheet from a die or in the drawing of plastic
films. It is also encountered in other process like annealing and tinning of copper wires, continuous casting,
spinning of fibers, the aerodynamic extrusion of plastic
sheets, crystal growing, drawing plastic films and glass
blowing and so on.
Figure 1 illustrate the effect of magnetic parameter
M on velocity distributions for fluid and dust phase,
when other parameters are fixed i.e., E = 0.4 ,  = 0.6 ,
 = 0.1 and l = 1 . It can be seen that the momentum
boundary layer thickness decreases as M increases,
and hence induces an increases in the absolute value of
the velocity gradient at the surface. The effect of unsteadiness parameter  on velocity distribution for
both fluid and dust phase as a function of  are shown
in the Figure 2. It is very interesting to note that velocity
profiles decreases with increase in the value of unsteadiness parameter, when E = 0.4, M = 1 ,  = 0.6 , l = 1 .
Copyright © 2011 SciRes.
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Table 1. Comparison of Local Nusselt number  (0) for
several values of Pr with  =  = M = Ec =  = 0 .
Pr

Chen
[5]

Swati et al.
[15]

Ishak et al.
[7]

Present Study
 (0)

0.72

1.0885

1.0885

−

1.0885

1.0

1.3333

1.3333

1.3333

1.3333

3.0

2.5097

2.5097

2.5097

2.5097

10.0

4.7968

−

4.7969

4.7968

Figure 1. Velocity profiles for the effect of Magnetic
parameter M.

Figure 2. Velocity profiles for the effect of variable unsteadiness parameter α.

In Figures 3(a) and 3(b), the temperature components
 ( ) ,  p ( ) for VWT case and g ( ) , g p ( ) for
VHF case have been plotted for several values of the
parameter  . From these figures, it is evident that the
temperature components for both fluid and dust phase
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decreases with an increase in the fluid-particle interaction parameter  .
Figures 4(a) and 4(b) displays the distribution of temperature for various values of unsteadiness parameter 
for VWT and VHF cases respectively. From these figures, it is seen that the temperature profiles decreases
smoothly with  in the absence of unsteadiness parameter  = 0.0 whereas the temperature profiles
continuously decreases with increase in  . This shows
the important fact that the rate of cooling is much faster
for higher values of unsteadiness parameter wher-eas it
may take longer time for cooling during steady flows.
The effect of prandtl number Pr on heat transfer
process may be analyzed from the Figures 5(a) and 5(b)
in VWT and VHF cases respectively. These figures re-

(a)

731
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veals that the temperature distribution continuously decrea-ses within the boundary layer for all values of Pr .
This is consistence with the well known fact that the
thermal boundary layer thickness decreases with increasing Prandtl number. Also, the temperature decreases
at a faster rate for higher values of Pr . This shows that
the rate of cooling is faster in the case of higher Prandtl
number.
The plots Figures 6(a) and 6(b) show the temperature
distribution versus distance  from the sheet, for different values of Eckert number Ec for both VWT and
VHF cases respectively. By analyzing the graphs it reveals that the effect of increasing values of Eckert number is to increase the temperature distribution in flow
region for both fluid and dust phase.

(b)

Figure 3. (a) Temperature profiles for variable fluid-interaction parameter β; (b) Temperature profiles for variable fluidinteraction parameter β.

(a)

(b)

Figure 4. (a) Temperature profiles for variable fluid-interaction parameter β; (b): Temperature profiles for variable fluidinteraction parameter β.
Copyright © 2011 SciRes.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 5. (a) Temperature profiles for the effect of Prandtl number Pr; (b) Temperature profiles for the effect of Prandtl
number Pr.

(a)

(b)

Figure 6. (a) Temperature profiles for the effect of Eckert number Ec; (b) Temperature profiles for the effect of
Eckert number Ec.
Figures 7(a) and 7(b) depict the dimensionless temperature profiles versus  for different values of Number density N , for both VWT and VHF cases respectively. Here we observed that the temperature profiles for
both fluid and dust particles decreases with the increase
of Number density.
Figures 8(a) and 8(b) give variation of temperature
distribution within the boundary layer for various values
heat source/sink parameter  for VWT and VHF cases.
It is noted that the temperature distribution decrease decreases with increase in the heat generation parameter
whereas this trend is reverses during heat absorption.
The impact of all the physical parameters on skin friction coefficient f (0) , wall temperature gradient  (0)
Copyright © 2011 SciRes.

and temperature function 1 g (0) may be analyzed from
the Table 2. It is interesting to note that the effect of
magnetic parameter is to decrease the skin friction coefficient due to internal absorption parameter (  < 0 ).
From this table, we also observed that the surface gradient f (0) decreases with increase in the unsteadiness
parameter while the rate of heat transfer increases with
unsteadiness parameter. Further, it is noticed that the
effect of magnetic parameter is to decrease the surface
gradient and also rate of heat transfer coefficients.

6. Conclusions
Numerical solutions have been obtained to study the
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(b)

Figure 7. (a) Temperature profiles for the effect of Number density N; (b): Temperature profiles for the effect of Number
density N.

(a)

(b)

Figure 8. (a) Temperature profiles for the effect of heat source/sink parameter δ; (b) Temperature profiles for the effect of
heat source/sink parameter δ.

boundary layer and heat transfer of a dusty fluid in a
laminar flow of an incompressible viscous fluid past an
unsteady stretching surface the presence of heat source/
sink. An appropriate similarity transformed was used to
transform the system of time-dependent partial differential equations to a set of ordinary differential equations.
The coupled ordinary differential Equations (9)-(12) and
(18)-(19) for VWT case or (22)-(23) for VHF case are
solved numerically by applying RKF-45 order method
using Maple software. The temperature profiles  ( )
and  p ( ) in VWT case and temperature profiles
g ( ) and g p ( ) in VHF case are depicted graphically
in the presence of internal heat generation/absorption
(i.e., Q < 0 and Q > 0 ). The effect of internal internal
Copyright © 2011 SciRes.

heat generation/absorption (non-uniform heat source/sink)
is to dampen or enhance the heat transport in the linear
fashion. The effects of various physical parameters such
as M ,  ,  , N , Pr , Ec and  on the heat
transfer characteristics were examined. Numerical computations show that the present values of local Nusselt
number are in close agreement with those obtained by
previous investigators in the absence of M ,  , N ,
Ec and  . The values of thermal heat characteristics
at the wall temperature gradient function  (0) (for
VWT Case) and wall temperature g (0) (for VHF Case)
are tabulated in Table 3.
In the light of the present investigation, the following
conclusions are drawn:
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Table 2. Results of skin friction coefficient and local Nusselt number for various values of M and α when Pr = 0.72,
Ec = 2.0, δ = 0.1, β = 0.4.
M

0.0

0.5

1.0

1.5



f (0)

 (0)

1/g(0)

0.0

–1.057815

0.715716

0.810433

0.1

–1.096484

0.823548

0.878645

0.2

–1.135832

0.917008

0.941467

0.0

–1.271713

0.701681

0.793152

0.1

–1.304948

0.817734

0.870069

0.2

–1.338562

0.915501

0.938475

0.0

–1.454993

0.682500

0.773630

0.1

–1.484453

0.807505

0.859218

0.2

–1.514234

0.910172

0.933071

0.0

–1.617704

0.662482

0.754138

0.1

–1.644406

0.796181

0.847968

0.2

–1.671428

0.903631

0.926897

Table 3. Values of wall temperature gradient  (0) (for VWT Case) and wall temperature g(0) (for VHF Case).




N

Pr

Ec



 (0) (VWT)

g (0) (VHF)

0.0

0.6

0.5

0.72

2.0

0.1

–0.76446

1.21454

0.1

–0.88194

1.09832

0.2

–0.97773

1.01618

–0.32473

1.60664

0.4

–0.78984

1.18068

0.8

–0.95059

1.04201

0.1

0.1

0.1

0.1

0.1

0.0

0.6

0.6

0.6

0.6

0.5

0.5

0.72

–0.97773

1.01789

–0.88597

1.08113

2.0

–0.69872

1.17800

–0.97773

1.26582

1.0

–1.18709

1.18551

2.0

–1.73154

1.09935

–1.24457

0.61617

1.0

–1.11115

0.94100

2.0

–0.97773

1.27000

–0.5

–1.26338

1.08000

0.0

–1.03279

1.22800

0.5

–0.68191

1.47377

0.5

0.5

0.72

0.72

0.72

 The thickness of the momentum boundary layer decreases with increasing the magnetic parameter and
unsteadiness parameter.
 In both VWT and VHF cases, the temperature deCopyright © 2011 SciRes.

2.0

0.1

1.0

0.5

0.72

2.0

2.0

0.0

2.0

0.1

0.1

0.1

creases with an increase in the value of unsteadiness
parameter which is consistent with the fact that the
thermal boundary layer thickness decreases with increase in the unsteadiness parameter in the presence of
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heat source/sink parameter.
The temperature profiles decreases with increasing the
values of Prandtl number, number density and fluidparticle interaction parameter.
The surface gradient is negative and decreases with
increasing unsteadiness parameter and magnetic parameter.
The temperature increases with an increase in the
value of Eckert number and heat source/sink parameter. The flow of heat becomes faster when Eckert
number increases.
The value of local Nusselt number increases with increasing unsteadiness parameter for both VWT and
VHF cases respectively, whereas reverse trend is seen
with increasing magnetic number.
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